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Counts of nucleolar regions (NORs) demonstrated by a silver staining technique in paraffin sections, have been used to distinguish between benign and malignant lesions. AgNORs were studied in 24 biopsies from oral cavity (5 cases of normal oral mucosa, 5 of pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia and 14 of squamous cell carcinoma, subdivided according to degree of differentiation: 5 grade 1, 5 grade 2 and 4 grade 3) to find whether they were helpful in distinguishing pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia due to chronic parasitic infections from squamous cell carcinoma. Two methods of counting AgNORs were used: (A) a simpler one which counts nucleolar clusters (AgNU) and satellite AgNORs and the other (B) counting all individual AgNORs, including those within AgNUs. In both methods the lowest mean values were observed for grade 3 carcinoma, while the highest belonged to grade 2 carcinoma. The simpler method (A) was the most useful because AgNU counts showed significant difference when pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia was compared with grade 1 and 2 carcinomas, which are the most difficult to discriminate from it. However the overlapping of values render the technique of limited use in individual cases.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia of the upper respiratory and digestive tracts is common in developing countries due to chronic parasitic infections, particularly paracoccidioidomycosis and leishmaniosis, and may simulate carcinoma clinically and histologically. However the authors did not consider the degree of differentiation of the squamous cell carcinoma in their study. The well-differentiated carcinoma is the most difficult to discriminate from pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia. Our objective was to examine whether AgNORs reliably distinguish these two diseases.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

The material consisted of 24 biopsies from the oral cavity; 5 samples of normal oral mucosa, 5 cases of pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia due to paracoccidioidomycosis and 14 of squamous cell carcinoma.

This latter was subdivided according to degree of differentiation in: grade 1 (5 cases) - carcinomatous cells were predominantly of mature squamous type showing relatively slight atypia; grade 2 (5 cases) - many carcinomatous cells were typical and devoid of prickle, grade 3 (4 cases) - all carcinomatous cells were atypical without recognizable intercellular bridges and keratinization was absent.
All specimens were formalin-fixed. Paraffin-embedded sections 3 μm-thick were stained with the AgNOR procedure, according. Ploton et al (10), with incubation time of 30 min. The sections were viewed under oil immersion (C 100) by a single observer (AMA). One hundred nuclei were randomly examined, but in normal mucosa, pseudo-carcinomatous hyperplasia and grade 1 carcinoma.

Only basal and parabasal cells were taken into account. Two methods of counting were used. In the simpler method (A) nucleolar clusters were counted as a single AgNOR, irrespective of the number of dots within the nucleolus, and so this gave a total representing the number of dissociated, satellite AgNORs (sAgNORs) and nucleolar clusters (AgNUS). The second method (B) involved counting total AgNORs, including those aggregated within AgNUS clusters. The data were analyzed by the Kruskall-Wallis test and Wilcoxon sum rank test.

RESULTS

The findings in each of the five diagnostic categories, using both counting methods are shown in Table 1.
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Legend: Figure 1- Mean AgNOR counts per case in each group studied. A- normal mucosa, B- pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia, C- grade 1 carcinoma, D- grade 2 carcinoma, E- grade 3 carcinoma.
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Legend: Figure 2- Mean AgNU and sAgNOR counts per case in each group studied. A- normal mucosa, B- pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia, C- grade 1 carcinoma, D- grade 2 carcinoma, E- grade 3 carcinoma.

However neither total AgNORs counts nor sAgNORs counts were helpful to distinguish pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia from grade 1 carcinoma. The former type of counting showed significant difference only between pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia and grade 2 carcinoma, and while the latter did not show significant differences among any groups at all. Concerning method B the means of AgNORs counts were not significantly different between pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia and the other groups, except for grade 3 carcinoma which had the lowest mean of AgNORs.

The morphological study of the AgNORs showed that only grade 2 and 3 carcinomas had distinctive patterns. Grade 2 carcinoma presented several AgNUS of different sizes and shapes and usually rich in dots, together with frequently dissociated satellite AgNORs. In contrast grade 3 carcinoma usually had only one AgNU with few or no dots (AgNORs) inside it.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnostic group</th>
<th>AgNOR</th>
<th>AgNU</th>
<th>sAgNOR</th>
<th>AgNOR T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal mucosa</td>
<td>0.82±3.58</td>
<td>2.26±0.34</td>
<td>0.57±0.25</td>
<td>2.83±0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudocarcinomatous</td>
<td>11.60±2.34</td>
<td>1.73±0.13</td>
<td>0.42±0.18</td>
<td>2.15±0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hyperplasia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 1 Carcinoma</td>
<td>9.59±2.40</td>
<td>2.42±0.99</td>
<td>0.46±0.17</td>
<td>2.87±1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 2 Carcinoma</td>
<td>13.47±2.38</td>
<td>2.95±0.48</td>
<td>1.53±0.71</td>
<td>4.48±1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 3 Carcinoma</td>
<td>4.99±1.43</td>
<td>1.53±0.18</td>
<td>0.38±0.11</td>
<td>1.91±0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All groups showed a wide variation in their counts (Fig. 1 and 2). The highest means were of the grade 2 carcinoma in both methods, while the lowest means were of the grade 3 carcinoma.

In relation to the method A the AgNUS counts showed significant difference when pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia was compared with grade 1 carcinoma, grade 2 carcinoma and normal mucosa, but not with grade 3 carcinoma. This significant difference was due to lower mean of AgNU found in pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia.
Pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia and grade 1 carcinoma did not show distinctive morphological patterns of AgNUs or AgNORs. Both had few nucleoli, usually increased in size, rich in dots and rare dissociated AgNORs (Fig. 3).

**Figure 3**- Pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia (A) and grade 1 carcinoma (B) did not show distinctive morphological patterns of AgNUs or AgNORs.

**DISCUSSION**

Pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia may occur in skin and mucous surfaces associated to chronic proliferative inflammatory processes, edges of chronic ulcers and granular cell tumor (7). The histological study of the lesion shows irregular proliferation of the epithelium, with invasion of the submucosa by epithelial masses and strands, with hom-pearl formation and frequently numerous mitotic figures. Multiple biopsies of these lesions and detailed clinical data may be necessary for differentiation of squamous cell carcinoma, particularly grade 1 (well-differentiated) carcinoma, which shows relatively slight cellular atypias (7).

Infectious diseases causing chronic proliferative inflammatory process associated to pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia in mucous membranes of the upper digestive and respiratory tracts occur frequently in developing countries. The histological differentiation of this type of pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia and well differentiated carcinoma is a common problem in routine surgical pathology and relies on the identification of infectious agents in small specimens of biopsies.

Chungpanich and Smith (2) suggested that the AgNOR counts could be used as a reliable index for distinguishing oral squamous cell carcinoma and pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia due to papillary hyperplasia, denture induced fibrous hyperplasia and granular cell tumor. The authors counted all AgNOR dots per nucleus and found a significantly lower mean of AgNOR counts in pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia.

However we found that AgNOR counts were of limited value to distinguish pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia of infections origin and grade 1 and 2 carcinoma.

It should be noted that we used two methods of AgNORs counts: one of them is simpler and more easily reproducible and the other more time-consuming and more difficult to reproduce (6,9), similar to one used by Chungpanich and Smith. The simpler method, which counts nucleolar clusters (AgNU) as a single AgNOR was the most helpful to discriminate between pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia and grade 1 and 2 carcinoma. The mean AgNUS counts was significantly lower in the former lesion. The more time-consuming method, counting total AgNORs dots, including those aggregated within AgNU clusters did not show significant difference between pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia and grade 1 and 2 carcinoma. The simpler method has been also useful in other organs and tumors (1,5,8).

However, in spite of the mean AgNU counts being significantly lower in pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia, we found some overlapping values between the groups. Therefore this index was of limited use for the diagnosis of individual cases.

In addition, we did not observe morphological differences of AgNORs and AgNUS between pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia and grade 1 carcinoma, which are the most difficult to distinguish in specimens of surgical pathology.

In conclusion, AgNORs counts were of limited value for the differential diagnosis between pseudocarcinomatous hyperplasia of infectious origin and squamous cell carcinoma of the oral cavity.
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**RESUMO**

Regiões organizadoras do nucléolo podem ser detectadas através do nitrito de prata em seções de parafina. A contagem de AgNORs tem sido utilizada para distinguir entre lesões benignas e malignas. AgNORs foram contados em 24 biópsias da cavidade oral (5 casos de mucosa oral normal, 5 de hiperplasia pseudocarcinomatosa e 14 de carcinoma epidermóide, subdivididos segundo o grau de diferenciação: 5 - grau 1,5 grau 2 e 4 grau 3) para verificar sua utilidade no diagnóstico diferencial entre hiperplasia pseudocarcinomatosa, secundária à infecções parasitárias crônicas, e carcinoma epidermóide. Foram usados dois métodos de contagem de AgNORs: um mais simples (A), que conta os agregados nucleolares (AgNU) e AgNOR satélites e o outro (B) que conta todos os AgNORs, inclusive aqueles dentro do AgNU. Em ambos os métodos as médias mais baixas foram do carcinoma grau 3 e as mais altas do carcinoma grau 2. O método mais simples (A) foi o mais útil, pois a contagem de AgNU mostrou valores significativamente diferentes quando comparou-se hiperplasia pseudocarcinomatosa e carcinomas graus 1 e 2, que são os mais difíceis de distinguir da hiperplasia. Entretanto, devido à sobreposição de valores a técnica foi de utilidade limitada em casos individuais.